The behaviour of rarefied polyatomic gases is described by transport relaxation equations ob tained from the Waldmann-Snider equation and by an appropriate set of boundary conditions which are derived from the interfacial entropy production. The influence of the magnetic field on the transport properties of the gas is due to the coupling of the tensor polarization and the tensor polarization flux with the frictional pressure tensor and the heat fluxes respectively. As an appli cation the flow and the heat conduction of a gas between parallel plates in the presence of a magne tic field are treated, and from this two major results are obtained:
(a) Knudsen corrections for the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of viscosity, (b) a theory of the thermomagnetic pressure difference. A comparison with experimental data of Hulsman e. a. and Hermans e. a. yields boundary coef ficients which describe both phenomena rather well for the gases HD, CH4 , CO and N2 .
The quantum mechanical kinetic equation due to Waldmann and Snider 1 is the starting point for the description of nonequilibrium processes in poly atomic gases. By an application of the moment me thod 2 to the linearized Waldmann-Snider equation an infinite system of coupled partial differential equations for the mean values is obtained. For all practical purposes this system has to be truncated so that only ia few moments which specify the macro scopic state of the gas are retained. Such a special system of transport relaxation equations can for ex ample be used for a treatment of the SenftlebenBeenakker effect (SBE) of viscosity and thermal conductivity3: In a streaming or heat conducting polyatomic gas polarizations are set up by collisions and partially destroyed by an external magnetic field. From experiments it is known that the only important types of alignment in such a gas are the tensor polarization for the SBE of viscosity 4-6 (with the exception of NH3 7) and the tensor polarization flux for the SBE of thermal conductivity 8. As has been shown by Hess these polarizations give rise to streaming 9 and heat-flow birefringence lft' 11 in poly atomic gases. Furthermore their fluctuations around the equilibrium value zero cause the depolarized Rayleigh scattering 9-12. All these effects are typical for the behaviour of dilute polyatomic gases where only the collisions of the molecules with each other are of importance and where the collisions of the Reprint requests to Dr. H. Vestner, Institut für Theoret. Physik der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, D-8520 Erlan gen, Glückst. 6. molecules with the wall are negligible. The situation is different when the mean free path of a molecule in the gas is comparable with the dimensions of the measuring device, since then the gas-wall collisions may influence the transport processes in the gas or even may give rise to new phenomena which do not exist in a dilute gas. This shows up for example in SBE measurements at lower pressures4_6' 8 where deviations from the ordinary H/p-dependence of the transport coefficients are observed: The effective re laxation constants contain not only the gas-gas col lisions (which are proportional to pressure p) but also the gas-wall collisions (which are independent of p).
The thermomagnetic torque, first observed by Scott et a l.13, is typical for a rarefied polyatomic gas in a magnetic field. Two possible contributions to the torque are discussed: Levi et a l.14 took into account the thermal stresses which occur in a rare fied gas and which consist of second order deriva tives of temperature contributing to the pressure ten sor (these "Burnett terms" are determined by gasgas collisions). On the other hand, Waldmann15 stressed the importance of slip effects (i. e. of gaswall collisions) and postulated the existence of a polarization induced slip velocity. This "thermo magnetic slip" contains only first order derivatives of temperature and should therefore also occur in a heat conducting polyatomic gas between parallel plates, and consequently a pressure gradient perpen dicular to the temperature gradient and the magnetic field should be observed15. Because of the plane geometry second order derivatives of temperature play no role for the "thermomagnetic pressure dif ference", it is (in first approximation) only due to slip effects. In 1972 Hulsman et a l. 16 This paper proceeds as follows. In the stationary case a special system of transport relaxation equa tions is reduced to (a) constitutive laws for the heat fluxes, for the frictional pressure tensor and the flux of tensor polarization, and (b) differential equations for the temperature, the flow velocity and the tensor polarization. Then a set of boundary conditions for these quantities is derived from the entropv pro duction at the interface between the gas and a solid body following Waldmann's thermodynamic me thod 18. As an application the behaviour of a rare fied polyatomic gas between parallel plates in a magnetic field is studied: From the flow of the gas under the influence of a pressure gradient Knudsen corrections for the SBE of viscosity are derived. The investigation of the heat conducting gas leads to a theory of the thermomagnetic pressure difference 19. The comparison of theoretioal results with experi mental data of Hulsman et al. 5 6 and Hermans et al. 17 gives a set of surface parameters which can account for both phenomena with the gases HD, CH4, CO and N2. A more detailed treatment is found in Reference 20.
I. General Considerations

Differential Equations and Constitutive Laws
A gas of diatomic rotating molecules in a homo geneous magnetic field is considered. For small de viations from equilibrium which is characterized by the temperature T0, the density n0 and the pressure pn , the moment method 2 is applied to the linearized Waldmann-Snider equation. It works as follows: The nonequilibrium distribution function is expand ed into a complete set of irreducible tensors built up from the molecular velocity C and the (dimension less) rotational angular momentum J of the mole cules. This expansion shall20 be restricted to the simplest tensors, the mean values of which corre spond to the density n, the translational and rotatio nal temperatures 7\rans, Trot, the flow velocity V, the translational and rotational heat fluxes (/trans > q rot, the frictional pressure tensor p , the tensor polarization a and the tensor polarization flux b . The latter quantities are defined by a"" = < #""), &^= (^/ c 0)(c,<2V), (1.1) where c0 = ]/3 k TJM, M is the molecular mass and k is Boltzmann's constant. The second rank expan sion tensor fI>/n, is given by < z v = y i5 /2 /? (/2) 7 X (i.2) and R (J2) obeys the normalization condition </?2/ 2(/2-f ) ) 0 = l . Since only the formal structure of the moment equa tions is of importance in this connection, R{J2) has not to be specified. In connection with birefringence
has to be used 9'
The symbol TT. denotes the symmetric irreducible part of a tensor, e. g. JH h -4 U fi Jv + Jr jn) -3 & nv J'l the bracket ( ...) refers to an average over the nonequilibrium distribution function, (...)o is evaluat ed with the equilibrium distribution, respectively. It is assumed throughout that the relaxation constants for the three irreducible components 2 of the tensor b-/<ßr are equal, i. e. the "spherical approximation" 21 shall be valid. For the mean values of the expansion tensors a set of coupled partial differential equations is obtained from the linearized Waldmann-Snider equation, the transport relaxation equations. In the stationary case they yield constitutive laws for p , qftrans, q rot and b on one side and differential equa tions for V, Ttrans, Trot and a on the other side. In the one-temperature approximation ( r trans « TTO t « T) one gets the following constitutive laws 20 for the frictional pressure tensor The "Kagan vector" B is derived from the third rank tensor b by contraction Bu = bVtVß . The isotropic transport coefficients r]-lS0, A;s0, 1 j|0 , 1 can be expressed by the relaxation constants toy , a>t , coT for p , (/trans > qrot and by cotI which characterizes the mutual coupling between q trans and (/rot :
The influence of the anisotropic polarizations a and b on the transport phenomena in polyatomic gas is due to their coupling with the frictional pressure tensor and the heat fluxes which is expressed by the coeffi cients (Ojfr/Wy and by
where <zbr is obtained from abt by replacing the subscript "t" by "r" and "r" by "t". A magnetic field H = H h ( h -h = l) can act on the polarizations via the magnetic moment which is con nected with the angular momentum J , coH = < 7r(/W^) H ls ^e precession frequency and gT the rotational (/-factor. The dependence of a and b on the field strength H is contained in the precession angles 9>r = WH/COT, <?b = «HA°b, (1.13) whereas the dependence on the field direction h is expressed by the fourth rank projection tensors introduced by Hess 9' 22. Insertion of the constitutive laws (1.3) -(1.6) into the transport relaxation equations for a, V and T yields 20 differential equations for the tensor polarization
Po \ 5 po (ro = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 ), (1.14) ■ V « rt 1 +1 m 9?b a modified Navier-Stokes equation
and a modified Fourier equation
The continuity equation reduces to V 'V = 0 .
(1-17)
The following mean free paths of a molecule in the gas have been used:
In the hydrodynamic limit only the lowest order in l/p 0 is retained on both sides of (1.14) so that
can directly be expressed by V f -According to (1.3) the frictional pressure tensor is also proportional to V^ and the field free viscosity is 22
Similarly from (1.6) the "Kagan vector" can be expressed by V^ alone and (1.5) shows that the heat flux is determined by only21; the field free value of the thermal conductivity is ;. = 4 o (l+ « rb t).
(1.20)
The influence of a magnetic field on flow and heat conduction is of the same order of magnitude as the deviation of the field free values of viscosity and thermal conductivity from the isotropic values, i. e. of the order (SBE of viscosity), afbt (SBE of thermal conductivity) respectively. In this approximation the SBE depends on the field strength H and on pressure p0 only via 9>r , cpit oc gr H/p0 . It is the purpose of this paper, however, to investigate the deviations from this simple behaviour. To this end the differential equations for a, V and T have to be solved for any special arrangement. This is only possible if boundary conditions for these quantities are available.
Boundary Conditions
Following Waldmann's idea 18 we derive an appropriate set of boundary conditions from the entropy production Q at the interface o between the gas and a solid body. This interfacial entropy production con sists of a discontinuity of the entropy fluxes from both media at o:
n is the outer unit normal of the gas. The entropy flux within the solid is simply given by Ss0lid= ((j/?1) solid ) (1.22) and the entropy flux within the gas is calculated according to
from the expansion of the distribution function /. In the above mentioned approximation it is given by 20
Besides the heat fluxes and temperatures the entropy flux contains a Burnett-term, 2 1 -P * Qtrans > 5 ToPo and a contribution due to the polarizations a and b . Now S and Ssoii,j are inserted into (1.21) and (by the use of the energy conservation at a) & is transformed into a surface integral over bilinear products of independent "fluxes" (e. g. the tangential velocity) and "forces" (e. g. the tangential force per unit area) at the interface 20. Similar to the ordinary theory of irreversible processes in the bulk fluiid linear relations between "fluxes" and "forces" are set up, and these are the boundary conditions 18. In the one-temperature approximation {Ttr!ir[S^iTTOt^T ) a suitable simplified set consists of 20 a temperature jump condition T -T soVld = Ct (l/llso) q -n + r 0CCtan -b : ( n n ) , ( Since the interfacial entropy production Q has to be positive there are further restrictions on the surface parameters:
In contrast to a monatomic gas where only a thermal slip [ -f l Po q^ans ] and a mechanical slip (Cm l/r]iS0 fetan) exist, in a polyatomic gas there is also a polarization induced15 "thermomagnetie slip" [c0/ l /HCina(ll-b-n)tan]. Then, according to Onsager-symmetry it should be possible that a tensor polarization is created at the wall by a tangential force fctan. Similarly a tensor polarization can be built up by normal heat fluxes at the wall, and on the other side a temperature jump can occur according to normal components of the tensor polari zation flux.
From a boundary condition for the distribution function Halbritter 23 has derived a slip condition and a simplified condition for the tensor polarization similar to (1.26), (1.27). Furthermore he was able to re late the surface parameters Ca and Cma to the interaction potential between a gas molecule and the wall. In a special approximation he calculated Ca and Cma with the result: Ca~l , Cma~1 0-2 _ l()-3 .
As is known from SBE 3 the polarization induced effects are rather small (e. g. ArjT ~ IO-2 -10~3) so that the system of differential equations and boundary conditions can be approximately solved for any special geometry by a perturbation method: From the "isotropic" solutions (where a and b have been neglected) for V and T the tensor polarization and its flux are calculated and then the modified (field de pendent) temperature and velocity fields are obtained.
II. Knudsen Corrections for the Senftleben-Beenakker Effect of Viscosity
In the hydrodynamic limit the SBE of viscosity and thermal conductivity depends on the strength H of the magnetic field and on the mean pressure p0 only via the precession angles (pj , cp^ oc H/p0 . If at lower pressures the mean free path I of a molecule becomes comparable with macroscopic dimensions of the measuring device then an additional dependence on pressure occurs: For decreasing pressure the magni tude of the effect (as a function of H/p0) decreases and the curves are shifted to higher H/p0-values. Ex perimentally these Knudsen corrections have been measured by Hermans et al. 8 for thermal conductivity and Korving 4 and Hulsman et al. 5' 6 for viscosity. Using different orientations of the magnetic field all five visvosity coefficients rj1, . . . , rj5 (in the notation of De Groot-Mazur) could be measured with the flow of a gas in a rectangular capillary 5' 6 (see Figure 1) . In order to explain the observed Knudsen corrections the flow of a gas between infinite parallel plates of distance Dy = 2 d (which may be a suitable approxi mation of the real apparatus of Figure 1 ) is treated in this section. By e the flow direction (z-direction) without magnetic field is denoted, U is the direction perpendicular to the plates (^/-direction), e and U Fig. 1 . Narrow rectangular capillary for the measurement of all five viscosity coefficients 5' 6; the relation Dx^* Dy -2d applies.
are unit vectors. Without a magnetic field the constant pressure gradient V p (0) = e(dp/dz)0 (2.1)
shall be applied; the temperature is constant and equals T0 . If all polarization effects are neglected the "isotropic" flow velocity V-1S0 can easily be calculated from the Navier-Stokes Equation 
5) dy
For vanishing magnetic field the anisotropic parts U-dp/dy and P of V p vanish too, but Vx(y, 0) is not zero, viz.
V(y,0) =V iso(y) +V t (y, 0)
is the field-free flow velocity. For l/d -+ 0 it is obtained from (2.2) if rj\ao is replaced by rj = (1 + A V t) . Since V p does not depend on x = ( l i x e ) -X and z G X the vector P has to be constant P = const = P (H ), P (0) = 0, P u = 0 .
(2.6) From P the observed pressure differences can be derived, dp/dy is not important and will not be calculated.
The constant pressure gradient P shall be determined up to terms linear in the Knudsen number Ijd, then the Kagan vector B can be neglected in the modified Navier-Stokes Eq. Furthermore the measuring capillary is part of a gas-flow Wheatstone bridge 5' 6 and the gas flow is kept constant when the magnetic field is switched on
The flow field V, and the pressure gradient P can then be calculated 20 with the following result for P :
P -( u x e ) = Px = (dp/dz) 0 hx hz It should be noticed that for x = l the corrections are the same for Em and EmtT. This is, in general, not true; different Knudsen parameters are observed for longitudinal (n/jlong, nvlong) and transverse ef fects ( n /r, nrtr) . For the gases considered here x < 1 applies, then Em, EmtT are functions of cpj, x, l/d and as a consequence the reduction of the effect de pends on the 9>r-value and is different for longitudi nal (E m) and transverse (Emir) effects. A fit of (2.11) to experimental results obtained by Hulsman et al. 5' 6 yields values for the surface parameters Cm, Ca and Cma. One possible set is given in Table 1 , it describes experimental data5' 6 in the range 0.005 l/d £ 0.05 20 within 7% for HD and 3% for CH4, CO, N2 which roughly corresponds to measuring accuracy.
The parameter Ca which describes the accommo dation of the tensor polarization is of the order 1, whereas Cma (which describes thermomagnetic slip) is about two orders of magnitude smaller, in accor dance with Halbritter's 23 result. The coefficient Cma has its largest value for HD, for CH4, CO and N2 it is at least smaller by a factor of 10 and can be put equal to zero. In Fig. 2 the effect of Knudsen corrections on EmtT is platted for HD; it as obtained from (2.11) with the parameters of Table 1 ; st is the sign of co"t and ojbt = (l/]/5) cov-p.
III. Thermomagnetic Pressure Difference
Thermomagnetic pressure difference is an effect typical for rarefied polyatomic gases in a magnetic Table 1) and Cm = 1.0 .
field. It vanishes in the hydirodynamic limit and when the magnetic field is switched off. For a monatomic gas it does not exist at all. The effect has been predicted by Waldmann15 in 1967 and has been observed for the first time in 1972 by Huls man et a l.16 for N2; further experiments are made by Hermans et a l.17. In Fig. 3 the schematic experi mental arrangement is shown together with the di rection of the pressure gradient observed for N2 16:
The temperature gradient has the tt-direction. A pressure gradient is found in the C-direction if a magnetic field H = H h ( h h = l) is applied in the U x e-direction. For the gas CO the pressure gra dient has the same direction as for N2 but for HD and CH4 the opposite direction is measured, accord ing to the different sign of the rotational ^-factor Qt 16' 17 (<7r>0 for HD, CH4 , gT< 0 for CO, N2). For a theoretical treatment of thermomagnetic pressure difference a heat conducting gas between infinite parallel plates of distance Dy = 2 d is con sidered. The unit vector tt is perpendicular to the plates («/-direction), the unit vector 6 is pointing in the z-direotion in which the pressure gradients are observed. The magnetic field may have arbitrary directions, in experiments17 it is varied in the (tt, tt X e) -plane.
In the absence cf a magnetic field the gas is at rest, therefore the isotropic flow velocity vanishes, viz. V\s0 = 0, and in the one-temperature approxima tion {TtT!ins^T TOt^T ) the isotropic pressure p-IS0 is constant and equals p0 . The isotropic temperature distribution is obtained from the differential equa tion (1.16) V " W iso = 0 and the boundary con dition (1.25) Tiao-T soUä = Ct (l/Xiso) q iao-n: Then the tensor polarization can be determined by solving the homogeneous differential equation
: a = 0 with the inhomogeneous boundary condition (1.27) a = Ca n b + C at T 1 q ison | n n .
' 0 "iso Notice that V, qflrans, q and a rt have been replaced by their constant isotropic values V-lS0 = 0, ((jftrans)iso» qiso and
When a and b are known the magnetic field depen dent flow velocity V (y, H) and the pressure gradient V p = u(3p/3y) + P , t t P = 0 (3. 2) can be calculated. For vanishing magnetic field the vectors V and P are zero; the pressure gradient does not depend on x and z, thus P is constant:
From inspection of the velocity slip condition (1.26) it can be understood how a thermomagnetic pres sure difference can be built up: In a magnetic field the translational heat flux q trans and the tensor po larization flux n -b -n have components tangential to the wall. As a consequence the gas is set into motion at the plates due to thermal and thermo magnetic slip, thus creating a pressure gradient. The resulting viscous back-flow in the middle of the capillary establishes the stationary state such that no net gas flow exists:
Since the modification of temperature by a mag netic field plays no role in the differential equation (1.15) and in the boundary condition (1.26) the flow velocity and the pressure gradient P can be ob tained without a solution of the full temperature problem. The thermomagnetic pressure difference observed over the distance Dz is given by dp = Dz 6 -P ; for small Knudsen numbers it is inversely proportional to the mean pressure p0 , thus the quantity p0 dp/dT has a nonzero limit for l/d = 0. In general it can be written as Po dp/dT = -A s t sItF , (3.5) where the positive factor A depends on the size of the measuring box and on the properties of the gas:
The signs st of , ojbt = co^/l/5 and 5rt of arbt oould be inferred9-11 from measurements of flow and heat-flow birefringence, respectively, but not from SBE measurements, since this effect is determined by cü^t and afb t. Flow birefringence has been measured by Baas 25 First it is noticed that FrntT is an odd function of cpb « gT H/p0, hence it vanishes for zero magnetic field. The sign of p0dp/dT as a function of H/p0 depends on the sign of the rotational ^-factor gT. This is confirmed by experiments 16' 17.
There is no effect if the magnetic field is parallel to the temperature gradient (i. e. 0 = n /2 ).
The first experiments16' 17 have been done for h ■ e = 0 and 0 = 0. In this case only thermal slip and the function F2tT contribute to thermomagnetic pressure difference. But for increasing angle 0 (and h • e = 0) / \ tr becomes important too, and as a con sequence the maximum value Fmax of F decreases and is readied at higher r/>b-values. This is observed in experiments by Hermans et a l.17. If the tensor polarization is neglected (putting Ca = 0 = Cma = Cat) thermal slip alone determines thermomagnetic pres sure difference. Then for h e = 0 its magnitude varies with cos 0 , but the maximum value (^max)th-8L = 1-425 art cos 0 is for all angles 0 reached at (9?b) th'sL = 0.6158 (where the transverse heat conductivity is maximal), in contradiction to experiments 17.
As an illustration the gas N2 is considered with the corresponding experimental data obtained for Then from Eq. (3.5) st • sIt• /max = -0.57 is found. Since oxt = 0.34 for 5rt = thermal slip accounts for about 85% of Fmax-The parameters Ca = 1.00 and Cma = 0.00 (corresponding to Ca , Cma from Table 1 ) are already known from Knudsen correc tions for the SBE of viscosity. The remaining para meter Cat is then determined such that the theoreti cal value of Fmax as calculated from Eqs. (3.7) and
